EBP SIG Executive Board Meeting  
Section on Research  
April 19, 2013  
12:00-1:30pm PT/2:00-3:30pm CT/3-4:30pm  

Attendance: Lisa, Pam, John, Traci, Hilary, Cheryl, Randy  
Regrets: Beth  
Minutes approved for CSM and 2-22-2013  

1) Julie Tilson, EBP Chair is on maternity leave until September - Meetings until then will be led by Vice Chair/Acting Chair, Lisa Selby-Silverstein.  
2) Review and Approval of minutes from the last meeting (and from CSM) (John Heick).  
3) SOR Liaison report– Pam Levangie: Strategic Planning meeting for research section for this summer planned. Call for newsletter topics shortly with timeline of July 31st.  
4) Report from EBP Curricular Guidelines Retreat (David Levine) – see attached. Reviewed minutes from David on guidelines with the goal to get this out in the fall.  
5) Website needs updating– (John Heick, Secretary and Cheryl Hill, Communications Chair) – a) Meeting minutes from CSM, 2013 meeting did not appear to be on website. Cheryl: Chris Hughes said probably will not have the ability to do some of the items that we want to do on the website. Discussed the possibility of researchers that are interested in adding EBP into their research papers could contact us through the website.  
b) Should we post EBP curricular Guideline updates with photo? Lisa has picture and update that she is going to send to Cheryl.  
c) EBP Resource section is blank – do we want to try to put resources (links or texts) on the website – do we want to put anything under “for researchers”, “for clinicians” or “for students” section Discussion on forming a committee to add resources to the website. Cheryl suggested that resources can be added there for students, clinicians, and researchers. Research section strategic plan includes these target audiences. Lisa suggested linking the two website areas so that they are in one place on the website. Faculty may be added to the resources page for teaching EBP. Randy and Traci will help Cheryl in providing resources for the website. Pam suggested they look at the resources for clinicians before starting this process as there are many links of information.  
d) Pam and others, what do you think about putting a “preview” for our programming at CSM on website? We had discussion about programming for CSM and potentially placing this in our newsletter and on our website to promote our programming.  

6) Plans for CSM Business Meeting. Speaker could present on Curricular Guidelines or grading articles. Randy suggested time for social time and networking in our meeting. Suggestions on social discussion could be related to Development interests or research interests, teaching EBP or incorporating EBP into clinical practice. Collaboration could occur at CSM of bringing together researchers and clinicians. Lisa suggested that the SIG may be able to see the guidelines before this is released to all.  
7) Logo contest (Cheryl, Hilary and Lisa have been working on this project) a) The description of the contest is on the website (thank you Cheryl) Plan is to send the logo contest to PT/PTA directors. Cheryl will send it out in the next week (April 22-26). June 17th is the early deadline for the logo contest.  
b) Description went out to research section members in the last email blast (thank you Pam).
c) We discussed it being sent out to PT Program Chairs (Cheryl)

8) Treasurer Report – Beth Fisher
9) Nominating Committee Chair Report – Hilary Greenberger: 3 positions will be open: nominating committee, treasurer, and vice chair. Positions will go out to research section members.
10) Other old business
11) New Business – Question: Where do responses go to when people complete the website link “I want to join this SIG?” We are not sure where these responses go to when the interested member wants to join the SIG. In previous meetings we discussed a proposal system to send to the SIG. We could alert people of a deadline prior to CSM and then we would discuss this at CSM SIG business meeting so members could give their input at our meeting. We could submit this in our newsletter that goes out prior to CSM so that those interested in talking about the proposal would be able to discuss this.
12) Next meeting: Friday June 7, 3-4:30

Attachment: re Logo contest Information/ad

Update for The Section on Research EBP SIG working group on establishing curricular guidelines for Evidence Based Practice (EBP) content in entry-level DPT curricula.

Prior to meeting at CSM the group reviewed current guidelines from sections that already have curricular guidelines (Neurology, Women's Health, Electrophysiology, etc.). Multiple resources were also reviewed and integrated into building our document including:


It was decided to follow the existing format that other sections have previously used. There are 4 consistent columns in these documents:

1. Primary Content
2. Terminal behavioral objectives
3. Examples of instructional objectives to be achieved in the classroom
4. Examples of instructional objectives to be achieved in clinical experiences

The group (Sandra Kaplan, Julie Tilson, Dianne Jewel, Randy Richter, Steve George, Rob Wainner, Deanne Fay, Laurita Hack, David Levine) met at CSM and developed column 2 (Terminal behavioral objectives) as a group. Since then subgroups have been working on completing the other 3 columns in the grid, developing the introductory and explanatory documents, and a glossary.

After it is completed (Fall 2013) it will go out for external review.

Respectfully submitted,
David Levine, PT, PhD, DPT, Diplomate ABPTS (Orthopedics), CCRP, Cert. DN
Professor and Walter M. Cline Chair of Excellence in Physical Therapy
Department of Physical Therapy
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

Calling ALL Artistic Creative PT/PTA students & PT/PTAs!

Evidence-based Practice Special Interest Group

LOGO contest!

Deadline: Monday, June 17th @ Midnight

Winning logo will appear on t-shirts at CSM 2014, SIG letterhead, and on the SIG website.
Submissions must be in .png format with a transparent background, made as large as possible, and created to be compatible with the Research Section logo (pillar building)
Prizes:

- T-shirt with the logo
- Recognition plaque (presented at SIG business meeting, CSM 2014)
- Signed copy of: Fetters and Tilson, *Evidence Based Physical Therapy, 2012*

Please send submissions (or questions) to:

Lisa Selby-Silverstein (silversl@neumann.edu)

Good Luck to all participants!